KISS ME NOW
Chicklit Novel

Raquel G. Estruch
Marga comes back to the quiet town of Benidorm to fix her broken heart and work on
his second novel. She will live there the most fun and bizarre moments of her life and
make new friends. Will Marga succumb to passion again? A light-hearted romance
novel full of desire, sex and humor.

Synopsis
Marga decides to fled to her town, Benidorm, after feeling overwhelmed by everything that
has happened with Andrés and Oscar. She will try to focus on writing her second novel and
lick her wounds. But then David, a widower who runs a bookstore/cafeteria in that town, unexpectedly pops up in her life. That event will not only make Marga rethink all her decisions
but also her life in Barcelona.
Montse and Alex will decide to visit her in order to find out what is really happening. Marga
will live with both of them the most fun and bizarre moments of this second part that takes
place in Benidorm.
Marga, who has a very tense relationship with Andrés after their breakup, will also have to
face him. She will have to decide if she still wants him to be a part of her life or not. On the
other hand, Oscar is not willing to let her go so easily and will fight with everything at his
disposal to recover her love because he is convinced that she is the love of his life.
Will Marga succumb again to the passionate love she feels for Oscar, or settle for a quieter
life with David?
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Raquel G. Estruch (Benidorm, 1973) has a degree in Journalism at the
University of Barcelona and a degree in Humanities at the UOC (Universitat
Oberta de Catalunya). She has over twenty years of professional experience, and has worked as editor-in-chief in different media: press, radio and
television, although she had never stopped writing.
She has also worked as copywriter for some advertising agencies and in
the publishing industry, where she has held various positions. She has
published the novel Kiss Me a Lot In Tombooktu.
She currently lives in Barcelona and her efforts are focused entirely on
writing; specifically, on the development of several other chicklit novels.
You can follow the author on Twitter: @R_Estruch and in her blog
“La genuina Kelly” raquelestruch.blogspot.com

Sales pitch
-This is a lightweight novel that engages the reader from the first page. It is the perfect blend
of love, sex and humor with a surpirsing ending.
- This book tells a believable story with characters the reader can identify with: Marga,
Montse, Alex, Oscar, David and Andrew are people who love and suffer for love, that are
deceived and cheated, that try to make things work in their romantic relationships and jobs,
etc. These stories can happen to anyone, and through the stream of consciousness narrative
technique, we will know what the characters really think.
-This work is clearly influenced by romance novel authors such as Victoria Holt, Nora
Roberts, Kate Morton or Marta Rivera de la Cruz, or the last wave of chicklit representatives
as Rebecca Rus, Candace Bushnell, Sophie Kinsella and Megan Maxwell.
-This easy reading and gripping title is the sequel of the novel Kiss Me A Lot, and the action
takes place in Benidorm, the town where Marga tries to lick her wounds.
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-The author promotes her work actively through social networks: she has a very visited
blog and nearly 11,000 followers on Twitter. She belongs to a lot of literary groups 2.0. and
frequently attends literary meetings and collaborates with reading clubs of romantic and
chicklit literature such as B’Radic.
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